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Welcome to DXcart
This manual presumes that you have a sound understanding of HTML and are at least
familiar with HTML form tags. You should also be familiar with and have a spreadsheet
application that you can use for some basic DXcart setup. While this is not absolutely
necessary, a spreadsheet program will make your work easier to manage. You do not
need to know any other languages or have any further system administration experience
as DXcart takes care of the rest.
This manual is broken into three components: Introduction to DXcart, DXcart
Configurations, and Coding Your Web Site. Introduction to DXcart demonstrates the
DXcart system by explaining what happens as a customer moves through a DXcart
enabled store. The example should provide a basic understanding of how the DXcart
system works. DXcart Configurations will walk you through every function in the system,
identify what is necessary and what is optional and show you how to take advantage of
some very powerful features. There are some notations for 'Power Developers' which are
intended for those Web developers who are more advanced, familiar with CGI and
programming. If you are not a programmer, then ignore those sections, as they are not
required. Finally, the short section on Coding Your Web Site provides you with the HTML
coding samples required to connect your Web site to DXcart.
Before you begin, let us offer you one very important piece of advice... READ THIS
MANUAL. We know it seems obvious, but the number of technical support questions we
receive that are easily answered by the Manual might surprise you. Further, this manual
is packed with great concepts to support your online sales efforts. If you don't read, you
don't learn.

Once again, welcome to DXcart.
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Introduction to DXcart – The Fundamentals
Whether you are a novice or advanced developer you will learn from the DXcart example
we're about to provide for you. While the language we use here is intentionally simple,
this information provides the foundation for understanding the balance of the Manual.
DXcart is a 'Remote Server Solution'. It resides entirely on our server, which means there
is no software to download or install, no need for additional secure servers, and DXcart is
compatible with all Web sites no matter what platform or server software you or your
provider may use. Setting up DXcart is done in two stages: 1) configuration of the DXcart
solution on our server via your Web browsers, and 2) addition of the appropriate HTML
code on your own Web pages. With both steps complete DXcart becomes a seamless
extension of your Web site.
The example we are about to explore presumes that all set up is completed. We are
going to follow a Customer through the process of shopping and purchasing. In the first
pass we'll review only what the Customer experiences. In the second pass we'll explain
what occurred Technically at each step. Pay attention to the bolded portions in the
Customer Perspective, as they will be explained in detail in the Technical Perspective.
Follow along...

The Customer's Perspective
The Acme Company sells Widgets and has a DXcart enabled Web site with a catalog of all
its products. The Customer browses through the site as she would through any other.
When she finds the first item she wants, the Customer clicks on a 'Add to Cart' button.
The Customer is presented with the shopping cart listing her selected item, quantity,
unit price, and total price. While the order is shown in US Dollars, the customer also
notices a line demonstrating the current total amount in Canadian Dollars, helpful as
she is in Toronto Canada while Acme is located in Houston. The page provides the
Customer with the opportunity to Process her order, or Continue. She selects Continue
to keep browsing and is immediately returned to the last product page she visited within
the Acme site.
As the Customer continues through Acme's Widget store, she finds another item of
interest, a 'Stainless Steel Heavy Duty Widget'. She enters a quantity of 2, selects
'blue' as her color of preference, and adds the item to her shopping cart. Again she is
presented with the shopping cart page which shows her the current total and lists the
items she has selected. This time, however, the Customer is presented with a list of
suggested items including Widget Cleaner, Widget Storage Box and Widget Weather
Protector. All the items are priced and the product names are linked. The Customer is
curious about the Cleaner and clicks on the link. She is returned to a different page on
the Acme Web site where she finds some wonderful Widget cleaning products.
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As the Customer reads the product information she notes that there are different sizes
available for different prices. She clicks on the radio button for the large size. While
it is twice the price she was first shown, the bottle is actually four times larger than the
small bottle, so it's a good deal. Again she sees the shopping cart listings and takes a
moment to review the contents. She wonders if she really wants the first item she
selected and is about to click on the 'remove link' when instead she clicks on the
product name to review the item. She reads through the information once again and is
satisfied. She is still on the Acme site at this point, and clicks on a button labeled
'Checkout' and the shopping cart appears again.
The Customer is about to click the checkout button when she reads a notation that reads:
'Enter your email address if you've purchased here before'. She has indeed
purchased from Acme before, so she does as instructed then clicks on the Process button.
The browser switches to an SSL secured session, and a shipping information form appears
with all of her company information filled in. She follows the instructions and confirms
that everything is correct. Before continuing however, she ads a note at the bottom
under 'special instructions' to deliver to the 'Blue Receiving Doors', then clicks on the
continue button. She quickly scans the instructions on the next page, then investigates
the drop down box with three options for shipping, Overnight, 2 Day, 7 Day service,
each with the associated cost. She's in a hurry for her new Widget gear, so she selects
Overnight service. Below the shipping selection is a list of payment options. She selects
VISA, then clicks Continue. The final processing screen appears that now shows the
complete total with taxes and shipping included, a confirmation of shipping information,
and fields to be completed for payment information. The address information and
name have already been filled in using the shipping information and she sees that it is
all correct, so she adds only her credit card number and expiry date, then clicks on
Continue one last time. A message comes up on screen to Thank the Customer for
their order and assure her that the order will be on its way shortly. At the same time, an
email confirmation was also sent to the customer as an added service.
From the Customer's perspective, everything is done. It was easy to shop, easy to buy,
was secure, and was completely professional. DXcart makes the front end look so simple
and straightforward. Now, lets go through the same example again, but this time from
the Technical Perspective (This is where you will really get to understand where DXcart
excels).

The Technical Perspective
Behind every product on the Acme site is some hidden HTML code. With the first item the
Customer selected there was no option for quantity, only a submit button. The code
behind the submit button would look approximately as follows:
<FORM ACTION="http://www.DXcart.com/cart/?id=366" METHOD="post">
<INPUT TYPE="hidden" NAME="code" VALUE="1568">
<INPUT TYPE="submit" VALUE="Add to Cart">
</FORM>
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When the Customer clicked on the submit button a product code and the DXcart ID was
posted to the DXcart system. The next thing the Customer saw was the shopping cart
page with the one product listed. She likely didn't even realize that 'technically' she had
left the Acme Web site. Between the Customer clicking on the submit button and display
of the cart, the following steps actually occurred in the background of the DXcart system:
1. The DXcart received the posting and first verified the Merchant ID and loaded the
configuration files for Acme.
2. The DXcart checked for an existing shopping cart for the user based on cookie
identification from the Customer's browser. Since it found none a new cart file was
created.
3. The DXcart then accepted the product code and used that code to lookup the product
information from the pricing database inside Acme's DXcart files. The information for
this product was added to the shopping cart. Since no quantity was passed to the
DXcart, the system presumed a quantity of 1 and applied that to the shopping cart
file.
4. DXcart used the configuration information to build the look of the shopping cart page
to match up the background, colors, and even the style of buttons to that of the Acme
site.
5. The shopping cart table was built from the customer's shopping cart data file to
display the product that had been selected. Additionally, Acme had set the system to
show an approximate foreign currency conversion for Canadian dollars. The order's
subtotal was then calculated and displayed again in Canadian dollars for the user.
6. In the product file Acme specified a URL to be used as the ‘Product URL' for that
product. This address was connected to the 'Continue' button selected by the
Customer to return to the Acme site and continue browsing.
When the customer added the second item to their shopping cart they selected a quantity
of 2, and the color blue on the product page, then clicked again on the Submit button
beside that product. The HTML behind that link might look as follows:
<FORM ACTION="http://www.DXcart.com/cart/?id=366" METHOD="POST">
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="CODE" VALUE="1585">
QTY:
<INPUT TYPE="TEXT" NAME="QTY" SIZE=2><BR>
COLOR: <SELECT NAME="NAME2">
<OPTION> RED
<OPTION> GREEN
<OPTION> BLUE
</SELECT>
<BR>
<INPUT TYPE="SUBMIT" VALUE="ADD TO CART">
</FORM>
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This time, upon posting, the cart not only displayed the items selected, but also provided
the customer with a list of suggested add on products. Between the Customer clicking on
the submit button and display of the cart, the following steps actually occurred in the
background of the DXcart system:
1. As before the Merchant ID was used to load the Acme configuration files, the existence
of the shopping cart was confirmed, and the product record was loaded from the
DXcart pricing database.
2. This time, the DXcart accepted the 'qty' variable and set the quantity to 2. It also
accepted a 'product attribute' (the color 'blue') from the variable 'name2'. This
attribute was appended to the end of the product name before saving to the shopping
cart.
3. Then, again as before the shopping cart was displayed using Acme's configurations to
build the look of the page and the customer's shopping cart data file to list the
contents of the cart.
4. When DXcart loaded the product file from the pricing database this time, there was
additional data in the product record, specifically 3 product codes were found for
suggested 'Add On' products. DXcart loaded each of these three product records and
built a table to display the product names and prices with links to the products (the
URLs for these products were found in each of the product records in the database).
The user was then able to select one of these items and moved back to the associated
product page on the Acme site.
The third item selected by the user had an option that affected the price of the item. The
underlying code might look as follows:
<FORM ACTION="http://www.DXcart.com/cart/?id=366" METHOD="post">
Qty: <INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="qty" SIZE=2>
<BR><INPUT NAME="code" TYPE=RADIO VALUE="2501"> Small 5.99
<BR><INPUT NAME="code" TYPE=RADIO VALUE="2502"> Medium 9.49
<BR><INPUT NAME="code" TYPE=RADIO VALUE="2503" SELECTED> Large 11.99
<BR><INPUT TYPE="submit" VALUE="Add to Cart">
</FORM>

Note that the challenge of variable pricing on a single product is accommodated by using
radio buttons (or a drop down list if you like) to display the price and attribute to the
customer while passing a selected product code through to the DXcart system. If other,
non-price-affecting attributes were passed, they would be treated as before. All other
functions of the cart occur as in previous examples.
Before the customer completed their order, they contemplated removing one of the items.
Beside every listing in the DXcart is a 'remove' link that allows the user to remove an item
from their shopping cart with a single click. If the customer is in an especially destructive
mood they can actually clear the entire cart with a single click on the 'Empty Cart' button.
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Instead the customer clicked on one of the product listings in the cart. This took the
customer back to that product page to review. DXcart ensures that review and cart
manipulation is easy. While on the Acme site the customer selected a 'Checkout' button
to return to the shopping cart for order processing. The link on the Acme site is very
simple. It is the exact same address as used in the <form> tags.
<A HREF="http://www.DXcart.com/cart/?id=366">CHECKOUT</A>

The customer was presented with the opportunity to enter her email address for an
'Express Checkout'. This is part of the Membership function. Based on a previous
purchase DXcart loaded the shipping information into the subsequent form thereby saving
the customer time. If desired, Acme could actually use the membership feature to apply
discounts to the sale specific to each 'Member'. The first page of the order processing
moved to secure mode. It really isn't necessary, but we know it provides an extra sense
of security for the entire checkout process to be encrypted. On the first page, and every
page in the processing area, the Merchant can present special instructions or information
to the customer. Such information could be cautions about information provided, special
instructions for specific client types, information about shipping options, disclaimers, etc.
Additionally, Acme included an extra field on the shipping information pages for shipping
instructions.
After the customer had confirmed that the shipping information loaded from the DXcart
database was correct, she provided special delivery instructions then clicked on the
'Continue' button and was subsequently presented with shipping and payment options.
The shipping options and rates were calculated based on her location and the size of the
order (in this case likely the order weight although there are several shipping calculation
models available). Acme actually has 5 different options available including same day
service in Houston, but the Customer in this case was only presented with the 3 options
available for her specific area. The payment options below the shipping selection are
presented based on the choices made by the Acme Webmaster. (There are actually 9
possible transaction methods with up to 8 different credit cards including Merchant
defined card or account types.) Again, the customer made her selection and clicked on
the 'Continue' button.
The final transaction page showed the customer the order once again including shipping
and taxes, provided a confirmation of the shipping information and requested payment
information including credit card number and expiry. Most of the fields in the payment
information screen were populated using the data used for shipping information. If the
information was different the customer could change it. In this case the information was
okay, so the user provided their card number and expiry date and clicked the 'Continue'
one last time.
The Thank You notice presented to the user was based on text provided by the Acme
Webmaster. The system sent email to the customer as a redundant confirmation and
sent a purchase notice to Acme to let them know there was an order waiting. While this
was happening the DXcart system compiled all of the information gathered from the
shopping cart and the customer's input, encrypted the transaction information (all
personal information plus credit card information) using a private key before saving the
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data. The shopping cart was deleted and a backup of the transaction was made for future
reference. And with this, the transaction was completed.
Acme could then follow up by picking up this order, along with any others, through the
secure order pickup feature in the DXcart system. All of the orders placed, whether by
credit card, COD, Purchase Order, Online Check, or other online method are retrieved
from the same area using the same format for consistency.
This concludes the written 'demonstration' of DXcart. We hope it has provided a
fundamental understanding of how the DXcart system functions. The next step is to jump
in and configure DXcart for your own Web site.
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DXcart Configurations and Options
This main component of the DXcart Manual will review all of the various options and
configurations within the DXcart administration. You should have an open DXcart
administration session in front of you while you review to help in your understanding of all
the features. To access your DXcart administration, open your Web browser and enter
the following address: http://www.DXcart.com/admin. When prompted, enter your
Merchant ID number and your password.
The DXcart administration system is comprised of three key windows, the Primary Menu,
Secondary Menu and Action Window. The Primary Menu at the top of the browser does
not change. From this menu you select the configuration module you wish to manipulate.
On the left side of the screen the Secondary Menu will appear providing more specific
options to affect within the module. Upon first access of a Secondary Menu the Action
window in the center of the browser will show a brief summary of each of the menu items
and provide access to the options with links. Selecting a menu item from the Secondary
Menu or from the summary in the Action Window will cause the settings and/or
instructions for the settings to appear in the Action Window. In this Action Window all of
your data entry and selections will take place. When you enter any data in an Action
Window or make any changes to the current settings, you MUST click on the
submission button in that window for changes to take effect unless otherwise
instructed. Clicking submissions multiple times will not speed the process and may
actually revert some settings to defaults, so be careful to click only once when
submitting changes.

General Settings
Cart Setting
These are general settings for operation of your DXcart.
provide data in all instances.

You must make selections or

Diagnostics:
You may turn diagnostics on or off. By turning diagnostics on as you construct or test
your own Web site the DXcart will show you the variable values it receives in the form
posts from your site. This is an excellent way to confirm that the HTML code on your
pages is passing the required information to the DXcart.
Break Out Of Frames:
You may enclose the DXcart system within a frame to make the integration with your own
Web site even tighter. However, we recommend that at the point where the user is asked
to provide credit card information you allow the DXcart to break out of frames so that it is
clear to the user that the browser session is secure. A frame named 'DXcart' will be
targeted if you set this option to 'yes'. If you use InternetSecure for real-time processing,
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this will occur by default before the user enters the InternetSecure system regardless of
your settings.

Cart Method:
The DXcart system needs to be able to identify a user as they come and go through the
DXcart domain. This tracking is used to connect the user to their shopping cart. There
are two options available each with their own benefits and limitations:
Cookie (IP) - The default cookie setting will pass a cookie to the user's browser if the
browser can accept cookies. The cookie is set for 3 hours only. If the browser is not a
known 'cookie eater' the DXcart will drop down to the IP method described next. The
advantage of cookies is that they are specific to the browser. Even if several people from
behind a single firewall or proxy access your site at the same time, they can all maintain
their own shopping carts without cross over. If the user looses Internet connectivity, then
returns to your site, their cart will still exist. This is the best option for most Merchants.
There is, however, one potential risk with the cookie method: If the user refuses the
cookie, or has cookies turned off, there is no way for DXcart to know this. The shopping
cart will fail. So it is important to tell users, on your Web site, that your shopping cart
employs 'Temporary Cookies' for shopping cart function.
IP - The IP method uses the IP Address of the user as a tracking number. This is the
method that was used before the age of cookies. It is invisible to the user and cannot be
refused or overridden by the user. However, multiple users accessing your site and
DXcart from behind a firewall or proxy can appear to have the same IP address. Any
cross over between users that occurs within 3 hours could cause a shopping cart battle as
the system tries to maintain a single shopping cart in use by several people. If the user
disconnects from the Internet then dials up again through their ISP they will have a
different IP address and thus will lose their shopping cart. And in some remote cases,
dynamic IP addressing means that a user's IP address can actually change during a
browsing session. We don't recommend IP method as your first choice, but it is available
if you believe that a large number of your clients fear cookies. (If more than 10% of your
clients will refuse cookies, then use this method). Further, the IP method is a backup for
the very small percentage of browsers that do not support cookies.
Delete Multiple Product Additions:
If you select this option it will prevent the same product and attribute set from being
added to the shopping cart more than once. If the user submits the item to the DXcart
(by clicking on a submit button) the quantity and attributes passed with the newer
addition will be used and the first instance of the item within the cart will be deleted. If a
user wishes to edit their quantity they can make the modification within the cart (if you
allow). Or, if you have specified that quantity cannot be edited, and you do not provide a
quantity option in your Web site, then users will only be able to purchase a single unit of
the item. This is helpful for special promotions.
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Note: If the user places the same product in their DXcart twice, but the attribute (such as
size or color) differs, the DXcart will treat the items as different products and will,
therefore, allow both to remain.
Web Site URL:
Use this field to provide the address for the home page of your site or your Web store.
This address is used after completion of a transaction if the user wants to continue
through your site. It is also used for the 'Continue' button in the main DXcart page if you
do not provide a 'Return URL' for a product and the user's browser does not provide a
referrer URL. (It is very rare that this happens, but better safe than sorry.) Be sure to
include the 'http://' prefix before the address.
Company Name:
Enter the name as you would like it to appear in the title position of the browser frame for
the DXcart.
Currency Settings
There are two components within the currency setting module. The first is to set the
default currency for your DXcart, specifically the currency in which you complete
transactions. The second is an optional setting that allows you to demonstrate an
approximate conversion of the subtotal or total sale in a second currency. This is
especially useful for non US Merchants who may transact in a local currency, but who
wish to display the approximate equivalent in US Funds to make International purchasing
easier. Reverse to that, many non US Merchants will transact in US funds, but may wish
to demonstrate an approximate equivalent in a local currency to satisfy their home
market.
Processing Configs:
There are 4 elements to complete here. The first is the name of the default currency,
such as US Dollars, Sterling Pounds, Australian Dollars, Swiss Francs, etc. Enter the
words as they would naturally read in a sentence such as: "Your total purchase is
displayed in [name].". The second field allows you to enter the symbol related to the
default currency. Normally that symbol is $, but it might be £ or ¥ or something else.
Third, select the position of the symbol relative to the amount, whether that is before or
after the numeric. And finally, enter the standard number of decimal places for the
currency. Most currencies use 2 decimal places, but some use more and many use none
at all. If you don't provide any information, default settings for US Dollars will be used.
Conversion Configs:
The settings for the conversion configuration are exactly the same as for the default
currency with the following two additions:
1. You may elect to turn the feature on or off at any time.
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2. You must set the conversion rate. The conversion rate is a multiplication factor of the
base currency. For example, if you were using US Dollars as the default and Canadian
Dollars as the converted rate, and $1.00 US is worth approximately $1.40 Canadian,
then the conversion factor is 1.4.

Appearance
General Options
Font Configuration:
This is presently the only configuration in the General Options. To maintain consistency
between DXcart and your Web site you may specify the font or fonts to be used
throughout DXcart and may set the default font size. If in your own site you have
specified several fonts in your font tags, use the same list of comma separated fonts here.
If this configuration is not set DXcart will not set any font and therefore will rely on the
browser defaults.
Cart Colors
Within this Module all of the applicable colors for the DXcart are set including TEXT, LINK,
VLINK and BGCOLOR. Simply select the radio button to the right next to the setting you
wish to affect, then click on your preferred color in the pallet shown below. The color will
be instantly set and will be demonstrated for you. Go through each of the 4 settings to
select your colors. If you select no colors DXcart will rely on browser defaults. Even if
you are to use a background image, select a background color that closely matches the
overall background image color. You can reset an individual color to default by selecting
the appropriate radio button, then clicking on Reset Color. There is also a button
available to reset all colors to default.
Cart Images
DXcart allows you to upload a background image, a 'Header Image' to be displayed at the
top of each page within DXcart, and further allows you to replace all of the default buttons
throughout the DXcart. To upload one or more images, click on the 'Browse' button
beside the field for the image you wish to upload or replace. A dialog box will open to
allow you to navigate through your local computer to locate the .GIF or .jpeg file. Once
you've selected an image its name and/or file path will be shown in the text field. You
may continue and select an image to upload for every option if you like. Once you've
made your selections, click on the 'Upload Images' button. Be patient as it might take a
few seconds depending upon the cumulative file size of the images you're uploading.
DXcart will store your images including their dimensions, and will automatically place
them where they should appear in the system. You may delete any image by clicking on
the deletion link below the entry fields. If a deletion link is present you know that DXcart
currently has a corresponding image on file. There are a few things that you should keep
in mind regarding each of these images:
Background - Use your own discretion, you know what works.
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Header - This image may be any size, but remember that the cart is supposed to be fast,

so try to keep the file size down as much as possible and make the image functional for
identification and branding, not over powering. The ideal image size is no more than 560
pixels wide by 60-80 pixels tall unless the DXcart will be employed in frames in which
case adjust down accordingly.
DXcart Buttons - These can be any size you like, but, keep in mind that up to 3 of these

buttons must appear side by side on a single Web page. If you stick with the 560 pixel
rule, your buttons should be no more than an average width of 185 pixels.
Cart Footer
You may define up to three lines of text, plus provide an email address for contact and a
company name for content copyright notice. The first three lines are centered in DXcart
and use your set font or the default font and size of 2. You may include HTML code for
linking or further formatting. In the 'Inquiry Email' line enter a contact email address.
DXcart completes the line with a mailto tag. Put your company name in the 'Copyright
Name' field and DXcart will complete the 'Content Copyright' line.
Page Text
This feature allows you to specify copy that will appear on every possible page in the
DXcart system including all of the various processing pages. The text is typically
presented below the shopping cart table or below the Header Image where no shopping
cart table is shown and is bound within a single cell table set to the width you specify.
The text is formatted using the defined font and size if you've provided one. These fields
will accept HTML code for further formatting. Default copy is provided for you to suggest
content. Before entering your own copy, review the application of copy in the DXcart
demonstration store online so that any copy you provide is in context. Be certain to
adjust the copy for phone / fax / mail orders as this is where you provide important
instructions to your customers regarding these ordering formats.
Page Text – HTML Page Header
This feature allows you to enter in HTML for your page headers, rather than just use a
graphic. You simply check off the ‘Activate HTML Header’ checkbox, and enter in the html
that you would like to show up as the header. This appears at the top of each shopping
cart page, with the exception of the Fax/Phone/Mail page. Also, be sure to use FULLY
QUALIFIED links to your website, and RELATIVE LINKS to your images (you can see the
exact link code to use by selection ‘View’ next to the image you want to use in your image
archive).
WARNING: If you leave an open comment tag in the HTML header, you will not be able
to edit the page text, and there will be a fee to restore your cart to functional order. Also,
if you use form tags in your HTML header, you may disable the ability to edit your HTML
header text in the administration, and again there will be a fee to restore cart
functionality.
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Page Text – Email Order Confirmation
One of the page text elements is the Order Confirmation email that is sent to customers
immediately upon completion of a transaction. You may, of course, modify the copy used
in that email. You may also elect to send, as part of that email, an order detail list
showing all items selected, and all related charges including taxes and shipping. Click on
the presented checkbox to deactivate this feature.
Send Copy of Line Item Confirmation
You may enter email addresses to send a copy of the order confirmation email to. This is
useful if you would like to check the orders in the admin against this email. You may even
want to email a copy to your suppliers.
To send the email to multiple recipients, separate the addresses by commas.
Page Text – Search Page
Within the Page Text module there is a special configuration module for the DXcart search
page. To configure this page, follow these steps.
1. In the Page Text Width field, enter the width of the page in pixels.
2. Choose the number of results displayed on a single page by clicking either the 50 at a
time or 100 at a time radio button.
3. Enter the wording of the “More Results” link in the More Results Label field.
4. Enter the wording for the “Previous Results” link in the Previous Results Label field.
5. In the Return URL field, you may specify the URL of the page that you want the user
to go to when they click on the “Continue” button. If left blank, the system will use the
referring URL. If the system cannot identify the referring URL, it will default to the URL
specified in General Configs ‡ Cart Settings.
6. The URL Target field gives you the option of targeting the frame of the Return URL.
This is useful only if you are using frames.
7. You may wish to display text on the “Results Found” page. You may enter this text in
the Results Found Text field.
8. Click on Update Text to save your changes.
Image Archive
The Image Archives are used to store images you require for your HTML header.
The upload feature of the Image Archives operates in the same fashion as the cart images
upload located in your DXcart administration. Select the browse button to access the
directories or folders on your local computer, select the image you wish to upload, then
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click on "Upload Image". The Image Archives will only accept GIF and JPG and PNG
images. If it detects any other type of file, the file will not be saved. This is a security
issue. Upon upload the system will display the image you have uploaded along with the
dimensions and the image tag for use in your cart. Use common sense when it comes to
image sizes. Always remember that speed is king, so optimize your images and keep
their physical dimensions reasonable.
Once you have images in your archive, the main page of this module will display a list of
your images. You may view or delete any image. Viewing an image will provide its size
and dimensions, along with the image tag code just as it did when you first uploaded the
image. Deleting an image requires confirmation to protect against accidental deletions.
MicroCart Settings
The MicroCart is a Power Developer feature. To use this feature you must be thoroughly
familiar with HTML frames.
The MicroCart is for use only with frames enabled Web sites. It allows users to add items
to DXcart without ever leaving your Web site. Instead of posting with an ‘Add to Cart’
button per normal, you would set a ‘target=’ within the product FORM tag. The target will
be another frame within your page. Within the product form you hide a variable named
‘MicroCart’ with a value of ‘true’ to let DXcart know to use MicroCart instead of the normal
DXcart display. The frame you target will provide current shopping cart information for
the user. When a product is added to the cart, the quantity of products and current value
will change. You have the ability to change text labels, font, font size, text color, and
background color in the MicroCart frame.
For a simple example of MicroCart go to: http://DXcart.com/main/files/frames/ . View
the source code for the frameset and more specifically for the product page. Pay special
attention to the following elements within each product FORM ACTION tag:
1. the form action itself includes a target
2. hidden variable added named ‘MicroCart’ set to on
The other links you provide to DXcart (i.e. ‘View Cart Contents’ or ‘Checkout’ should
target your main frame and will not pass the MicroCart tag. The usual DXcart will appear
for product review, quantity manipulation, deletion and processing.

Shipping Settings
The DXcart shipping calculator offers 4 different shipping calculation models. The list of
regions and rates is managed through uploaded ASCII data files similar to those used by
the Offline Product List management. We will begin by briefly reviewing the routine steps
to set and edit the rate tables, then will describe each model and detail the exact steps of
implementation specific to each model type.
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Canada Post eParcel™
DXcart also integrates with Canada Post eParcel™ shipping module. This is available to
Canadian merchants only for shipping worldwide. For information about using this
shipping method, please visit http://www.canadapost.ca/eparcel/shipping.html or call 1800-260-7678.
UPS Rates & Service Selection
DXcart integrates with the UPS OnLine“ Tool, Rates & Service Selection. This is available
to merchant who register with UPS using the registration tool provided in the
administration under the Cart Settings‡ Shipping‡ General Settings.
For more
information about the UPS OnLine“ Tools, visit http://www.ec.ups.com .
General Settings
Shipping Levels/Types
Depending upon the shipping method you install the Action window will provide one, or
five fields for you to enter the labels for each shipping method. The single field is selfevident. The five labels, from top to bottom correspond with the five rate pairs from left
to right. Enter the labels and click on the 'Save Shipping Settings' button to complete.
eParcel™ Customer Number – for Canadian merchants only. Once you have been set up
for eParcel™ by Canada Post, enter your customer number here to activate this shipping
module.
Postal Code you are shipping from – this is the postal code that you will be shipping your
packages from. It is used to calculate the cost of the package from your shipping point to
the customers delivery point.
UPS Rates & Service Selection – Registration and Configuration
In order to use the UPS Rates & Service Selection Tool, you must first register to receive
an access key. To register, click on the ‘Register to use the UPS OnLine“ Tools’ link. A
registration wizard will pop up. There are 3 steps to the wizard:
1. View and accept the License
2. Enter in your business information
3. Wait for your registration to be completed.
Once you are registered, you can then use the UPS Rates & Service Selection Tool as it is
integrated into the DXcart.
After registering, to activate the UPS Rates & Service Selection Tool, check off the ‘Use
UPS Rates & Service Selection’ box in the Cart Settings‡Shipping Settings‡General
Settings page, and enter the postal/zip code that you will be shipping from. If you do not
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enter in a postal/zip code that you are shipping from, the UPS Rates & Service Selection
Tool will report errors and will not calculate your shipping.
You can also choose whether you want to abort a transaction if no shipping could be
calculated, and configure the error that your customer sees, or you can let the customer
continue with the order.
You can view the log of shipping calculations attempts and any errors that are generated
by clicking on the ‘view log’ link next to the UPS Rates & Service Selection activation in
the General Shipping Settings section of your administration.
From the customers perspective in your DXcart, after they have entered in their shipping
information, they will be presented with a list of available shipping options. They will
choose one of the options, then choose their payment method, and continue with the
transaction as normal within the DXcart system.
Shipping rates are calculated based in the total weight of the order. That is the product
weight multiplied by the qty of items bought. NOTE: the shipping cost calculation is NOT
a volumetric calculation – that is the size or dimensions of the product are not taken into
account when calculating the cost of shipping. Therefore, the price quoted online may not
be the price charged for the package when shipped. DIM weight calculations or
volumetric calculations require a custom modification in the DXcart and can be built into
your cart for a fee.
When using the Rates & Service Selection Tool in the DXcart, there are a couple of
disclaimers that appear on the Shipping/Billing Selection page. These disclaimers are
required by UPS and cannot be removed or modified in any fashion. The following
defaults are used in the DXcart integration of the Rates & Service Selection:
a. Daily UPS Pickup
b. Shipper Supplied Packaging
c. No dimensional weight calculations
DXcart can be modified to support the above calculations for a fee.
Optional Data Settings
You have the option to request additional information from the customer when they
provide their shipping address during checkout. Such information might include special
shipping or handling instructions, preference of day or night delivery, identification of the
customer's customs broker, etc. You have the option of using up to 4 text fields or
textareas or combination thereof with sizes that you define. To add an optional data field,
do the following:
1. Enter the label for the field. This is the text that will be shown to the user in the
shipping information form. A common label might be "Special Instructions" or
"Preferred Delivery Date". If you need more than a word or two to describe the field,
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use the available text area at the top of the page to provide more detailed instructions
and warnings.
2. Click on ‘Active’ to activate this field. This box will be checked by default, however you
have the option of making this field active or inactive.
3. Click on the ‘Required Data’ selection if you would like DXcart to error check this field
to ensure that the customer completes the field. Don’t check this option if the
information is not mandatory.
4. If you are to use a Text field (a single row field) click on the radio button beside the
word 'Text:' and change the size of the field if you like. Enter the Default text for this
text field.
5. If you are to use a Textarea (text box with scroll bar) click on the radio button beside
the word 'Textarea' and change the row and column settings if you like. Enter the
Default text for this text field.
6. If you are to use a Dropdown menu, click on the radio button beside the word
‘Dropdown’. Make sure to separate the options with commas.
7. You may repeat this for up to 4 additional input fields.
Required Shipping Information
Here is where you can specify labels particular to the Shipping information page. You can
also set whether they are shown and/or required fields. Once you have made changes,
remember to click on the ‘Save Shipping Settings’ button.
The data received in these fields will be provided as part of the order information when
you pick up your orders through the order pickup area or as part of the printed document
you receive by fax or mail if the user selects either of those payment methods.
Templates - Current Rates - Upload Rates - Install Rates - Restore Rates
These functions work in the same manner as for the Offline Product List management
described above. Please read that section if you've not already done so. In summary:
Templates - you may download the base template for any of the 4 shipping models in a
tab delimited ASCII format.
Current Rates - provides a download file of the current rates installed in DXcart also in a
tab delimited ASCII format.
Upload Rates - allows you to upload the tab delimited ASCII rates file to the DXcart.
Install Rates - after checking the file you will be able to install the rates to make them
active. Unlike with the product database however, this should be done immediately after
uploading.
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Restore Rates - if you make errors not discovered until after installation, you may
restore the previous shipping rates.
NOTE: Shipping Model Details
5 Level Shipping Method
This is the most popular method and the most complex. Take the time to read this
section thoroughly, several times if necessary, to ensure you understand how this
shipping calculator functions. This model offers up to 5 levels of service for an unlimited
number of regions. The format of the template is as follow:

Code

Name

Base
1

Weigh
t1

Base2

Weigh
t2

Base3

Weigh
t3

Base4

…

US-AK

Alaska

10

1.5

15

2.5

18

4

x

…

Code – region code that is used to link the Sales Taxes with the shipping location
Name – location of shipping that your customers will see in the drop down box during
checkout
Base– the initial shipping charge that customers have to pay no matter how many
products they buy
Weight – An additional cost, besides Base Rate, customers have to pay as per product
(or per Shipping Unit in the Product Database)
1, 2, 3, …etc – indicates the different delivery methods such as Urgent, 3 Days, 5 Days…
Example:
The above store offers 3 different delivery options: 1 Week, 3 Day and Urgent. So, I will
need to put charges beneath Base 1, Weight 1, Base 2, Weight 2, Base 3 and Weight 3.
You can leave the rest of the fields as they are(with the ‘x’). This way the system will
know that there are no additional shipping methods (See chart).
If the store sells violins and pianos, the Shipping Units of each individual product will have
to be modified so that shipping will be charged accordingly for the weight of the products.
In the Product Database, the Shipping Units for the violin would be set to ‘1’ and the
Shipping Units for the piano set to ‘20’. (* if you put ‘0’ as the Shipping Unit, the Per Unit
charge will not be calculated).
Given that the shipping table is set up like the chart above, when a customer from Alaska
buys 4 violins and 2 pianos from this shop - picks Urgent as the delivery method - the
shipping charges will be calculated as follow:
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Base shipping charge = $18 (Base 3)
4 Violins charge = $ 4(Per Unit 1) x 4(# of violins) x 1(Shipping Unit per violin) = $ 16
2 Pianos charge = $ 4(Per Unit 1) x 2(# of pianos) x 20(Shipping Unit per piano) = $ 160
Total for shipping these products as Urgent delivery method to Alaska will be:
$18 + $16 + $160 = $ 194
Here, are the step-by-step instructions for implementing this shipping model:
1. Download the template for the 5 Level Shipping Method from the Templates page.
2. Load the shipping tables into Excel or another spread sheet program and delete the
regions that you do not wish to service by eliminating the entire spreadsheet line. See
the next subsection called 'Shipping Region Management' for more details on how to
interpret and set new or custom regions for shipping service.
3. There are 10 cells to the right of the 2 region cells. These are base rates and per unit
rates in pairs for each of up to 5 levels of service. You will have the opportunity to
name the service levels after uploading your shipping tables, so for now we'll simply
refer to the service levels as level 1, level 2, etc. From left to right, enter the base
rate, plus the rate per shipping unit for each level of service (remember that shipping
units are just another name for weight). If you will offer less than 5 levels of service,
each of the remaining fields for base and per unit rates must contain an 'x'. The 'x'
tells the DXcart system that this is not a provided service.
4. As you input the rates for each region you may omit any service level from a given
region by placing the letter 'x' in the base and per unit rate fields. That level of
service will not be offered to any customer in that region even if it is offered
everywhere else.
5. Once complete, delete the top line of column labels, and then upload the new
shipping table through the upload function and install. Be sure to indicate that it is
the 5 Level Shipping Method that you are using before uploading the table.
Shipping Region Management
The template for every shipping method holds a list of codes and names in the first and
second spreadsheet columns. The first column is the country code or the country and
province/state code together. For instance, Mexico is noted as MX. California is identified
as US-CA. Your templates contain the country codes for more than 200 countries, plus
the individual state and province codes for the United States, Canada and Australia. Use
the existing codes and delete those for regions that you do not wish to service. For
instance, if you delete the MX line, nobody from Mexico will be able to order from you as
his or her country will not appear in the list. Alternatively you can actually add countries,
add a country with states or provinces, and further define regions smaller than states or
provinces. Below are examples of each
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Add a Country to the Shipping Tables:
1. Create a new line in the spreadsheet.
2. In the first cell, enter the country code (always two capital letters).
3. In the second cell enter the name of the country as you would like to see it in the
drop down menus within the DXcart.
4. Complete the rates or enter the 'x' character as appropriate to set the rates for
this country.
Add a Country with Regions - Add Regions to an Existing Country:
1. Add the new country as above, or use an existing country for which you wish to
define states or provinces.
2. In the rate fields for the country enter the same rates as those of the most
expensive region that you will add within that country (we'll explain why in a
moment).
3. On a new line enter the country code again followed by a dash then the state or
province code. Make sure there are no spaces in this code
4. In the second field enter the name of the state or province
5. Complete the rate fields for each level of service inserting an 'x' where there is no
service level or where that level of service is to be denied to the region.
When the customer inputs their address they will see, under the state/province drop down
list, a country code followed by the state or province name. Their country will also appear
in the country list for selection. The rates in this case will be set by the state/province
selection.
However, if they select "other" under province believing that their
state/province is not listed there, the system will default to the rates you entered for the
country. This will protect you in the event that you miss a region.
Define Smaller Regions
This allows you to define a smaller region within a state/province for specialized
application. For instance, if your company is located in Houston and you wish to define a
special rate for people in the same city, you would follow this method:
1. Add a new line with the country code, a dash, and a unique modified state code.
Using Houston as an example you might use US-TX2, where the 2 identifies to you
that this is a special region within Texas.
2. In the second field input the state or province name plus the sub-region, such as
Texas - City of Houston.
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3. Complete the rates accordingly.
4. It is possible that you may have a level of service available only to this area, such as
same day delivery. In that case one of the rates columns will have base and per unit
rates for that one region only with the 'x' character for all other regions.
Single Level Shipping Method
This is the simplest shipping method. You specify a single flat shipping rate for each
region, regardless of order size or weight. This is common of similar size small items such as books, CD's and games - where the merchant sets a flat rate for shipping with the
notion that while shipping costs increase as the user buys more items, there is no volume
discount for the items. This is a typical mail order model.

Code

Name

Rate

AU-AC

Australian Capital Territory

20

In the above example, any customer that makes a purchase from the Australian Capital
Territory will have to pay $20 flat shipping fee.
To implement this model, you would do the following:
1. Download the template for the Single Level Shipping Method from the Templates
page.
2. Load the shipping tables into Excel or another spread sheet program and delete the
regions that you do not wish to service by eliminating the entire spreadsheet line. See
the subsection called 'Shipping Region Management' for more details on how to
interpret and set regions for shipping service.
3. There is 1 cell to the right of the 2 region cells. Enter the single flat rate for the
region here. You will have the opportunity to name the service level after uploading
your shipping tables. Every field must be filled. If you are not to offer service to a
particular region, delete the region completely.
4. Once complete, delete the top line of column labels, and then upload the new
shipping table through the upload function and install. Be sure to indicate that it is
the Single Level Shipping Method that you are using before uploading the table.
Number Of Products Shipping Method
This model bases the rate for shipping on the number of items purchased not the weight.
For each defined region you provide a base product limit, the rate for that limit and a rate
per piece over the limit.
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For instance you can say that for a given region the shipping rate shall be $8 for up to 5
items, plus and additional $1.50 for every additional item. Again this format is typical of
the mail order industry. You may provide up to 5 levels of settings using this format.

Code

Name

#Up
1

CA-AB

Albert
a

5

To

Price 1

Per
Over
1

#Up
2

8

1.5

5

To

Price
2

Per
Over
2

Etc…

20

3

X

So, if a customer from Alberta purchases 9 items from this store, the total shipping
charges will be:
$8 (for the first 5 items) + $1.5 (Per extra item price) x 4 (the number of items above 5)
= $8 + $6
= $14
To implement this model, you would do the following:
1. Download the template for the Number of Products Shipping Method from the
Templates page.
2. Load the shipping tables into Excel or another spread sheet program and delete the
regions that you do not wish to service by eliminating the entire spreadsheet line. See
the subsection called 'Shipping Region Management' for more details on how to
interpret and set regions for shipping service.
3. There are 15 cells to the right of the 2 region cells. These are the base quantity, base
rate, and rate per additional item for up to 5 setting levels. As described above, the
system will calculate the shipping as the base rate for any order up to the base
quantity of items, plus the additional item rate for every item over the base quantity.
See the example above if you don't fully understand. Every field must be filled. If you
are not to offer service to a particular region, delete the region completely. If you are
using a limited number of options (less than 5) ensure that the remaining option fields
each have an ‘x’ in them to denote no service for the levels that aren’t used.
4. Once complete, delete the top line of column labels then upload the new shipping
table through the upload function and install. Be sure to indicate that it is the Number
of Products Shipping Method that you are using before uploading the table.
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Amount of Purchase Shipping Method
This final model allows the Merchant to set a base shipping rate plus a percentage of the
sale over a specified limit, and again can do so on a region by region basis.
For instance you can say that for a given region the shipping rate is $7 for the first $60 of
order, plus 12% of any amount over the base $60.

Code

Name

$Up To

Price

% Over

AU-VI

Victoria

60

7

12

So, if a customer from Victoria purchases a total of $349.99, the shipping charges will be
done as follow:
$7 (Base Rate) + ($349.99 - $60) x 12%
= $7 + $289.99 x 12%
= $7 + $34.80
= $ 41.80
To implement this model, you would do the following:
1. Download the template for the Amount of Purchase Shipping Method from the
Templates page.
2. Load the shipping tables into Excel or another spread sheet program and delete the
regions that you do not wish to service by eliminating the entire spreadsheet line. See
the subsection called 'Shipping Region Management' for more details on how to
interpret and set regions for shipping service.
3. There are 3 cells to the right of the 2 region cells. These are the base purchase
amount, base rate, and percentage rate for amounts over the base purchase amount.
See above for an example. Every field must be filled. If you are not to offer service to
a particular region, delete the region completely.
4. Once complete, delete the top line of column labels, and then upload the new
shipping table through the upload function and install. Be sure to indicate that it is
the Amount of Purchase Shipping Method that you are using before uploading the
table.
Free Shipping
The free shipping feature will allow you to set a threshold for an order at which point the
shipping will be free for that order. In order to set this feature up, in your DXcart
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administration, click on the Shipping Settings Menu Item. The free shipping options can
then be found by clicking on the General Settings link the side menu.
The options that you can set up for the free shipping are as follows:
•

Activate free shipping – to turn the feature on or off.

•

Free Shipping threshold – to set the $ amount after which the shipping will be free. If
you want to set all of your orders to free shipping – set the $ amount to 0.00

•

Free Shipping Label – the is the text that will show when the free shipping is shown in
the DXcart.

When free shipping has been assessed for an order, all other forms of shipping will be
bypassed. I.E. – if you have 5 level shipping activated, and the free shipping threshold
has been hit –then regardless of any other shipping options – the free shipping will be
added to the order.
Shipping Tips
These shipping methods provide some amazing flexibility, especially when you forget the
rules that we've set. Consider, for instance, manipulating the shipping units (or weight)
that are held in the product data file. If you are using the 5 level method, but have a
product that is very expensive to insure and ship despite it's weight (diamonds or
collectibles perhaps), you can install an artificially high weight to push the shipping rate
for a few isolated products up. If your desired shipping methods require you can also set
base rates or per unit rates to 0. You might do this to provide several levels of service,
but a flat rate service for a given region. Just keep the flexibility of this system in mind.

Checkout
Credit Cards
Select the credit cards you will accept by checking the square checkboxes beside each of
the credit card names provided. Use the radio buttons to the left of the credit card names
to identify your selected method of processing; PSiGate, InternetSecure, Pay Pal, Secure
Capture, Beanstream, or Authorize.net

PSiGate requires that you have an established account with PSiGate. Information about
this company, and how to set up a merchant account can be found at
http://www.PSiGate.com.
InternetSecure requires that you have an established account with InternetSecure.
Information about this company can be found at http://www.internetsecure.com.
Authorize.net also requires that you have an established account.
Authorize.net can be found at http://www.authorize.net.
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Beanstream requires that you have an established account with Beansream. Information
about this company can be found at http://www.beanstream.com.
Secure Capture is the default method. It presumes that DXcart will accept the order for
you to retrieve and process offline through credit card processing facilities that you have
established.
If you require assistance with establishment of credit card processing facilities, please
contact your DXcart support representitive for assistance and information.
You may set other cards, or in house accounts, by entering an alternative name in one of
the "Other" fields, selecting the checkbox, and identifying your method of processing.
Third Party Processing Settings
For InternetSecure accounts, enter your InternetSecure account number in the field
provided and select your currency as US or Canadian Dollars. Note that even if you are
processing in US Dollars you will still provide your primary merchant number.
For Authorize.Net accounts, simply provide your account login and password.
For Beanstream accounts, simply provide your account login.
And for I-Check processing, provide your I-Check merchant number.
For PSiGate accounts, enter your PSiGate shopname in the field provided. This is the
name that you get from PSiGate. By default the field is set for teststore.
PSiGate Certificate:
Do not modify the information in this field, as this is the secure key that the PSiGate
payment gateway uses.
For PayPal accounts, you must enter in your paypal ID (usually an email address), and
modify the transaction description line and the cancelled transactions URL.
InternetSecure Settings
If you are using InternetSecure for your credit card processing, the only additional
configuration to be made within the InternetSecure system is for their ‘Post-Approval
Script’. You will need to go into your Internet Secure administration and select Export
Script ‡ Export Script Options. Once there you need to make the following settings:
Server Domain Name: www.dxcart.com
Web Page: /cart/postapproval.mhtml
Send Approvals only: check this box.
Click Update, and you’re done.
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Desired Transaction Types
You may activate additional transaction options by clicking on the checkbox next to your
choices. Selecting any of the mail, fax or phone options will activate the printable order
form, which will display the appropriate instructions and options for customers. The ICheck setting should only be activated if you have an established I-Check account.
C.O.D. and Purchase Order are self-explanatory.
The last option, Merchant Callback,
allows the customer to complete their order, then provide you with contact information so
that you may call the customer to complete the order. For those who are concerned
about online transactions, this is often a good choice.
Additional Settings
For C.O.D. orders you may set an additional C.O.D. charge to be added to the total order.
Along with the charge you must provide a label to be displayed in the shopping cart so
that the customer knows what the additional charge is for. You can also choose to accept
a ‘V’ or ‘Sig’ number for Secure Order Capture transactions by selecting it here, and
selecting whether you would like it to be required or not.
Taxes
The tax settings allow you to collect taxes for up to 8 different regions. These regions
correspond with the regional codes in your shipping tables. (Be careful if you have set
custom localized shipping regions.) You may also set a federal sales tax for one country.
Here are the steps to setting each tax:
1. Enter the tax label (what the tax will be called in the shopping cart).
2. List the region code in the second field. The region code must match the codes used
in the shipping table. For instance, California must be listed as US-CA in the shipping
tables and CA in the tax tables where CA is the region code. If you had a custom
region as with our Houston shipping example, US-TX2, you must use TX2 as the
region code.
3. Enter the percentage tax rate as a whole number without any symbols. Seven percent
would be entered as 7.00 or five and a half percent would be entered as 5.50, etc.
4. Indicate whether or not shipping is taxable for that region by selecting or deselecting
the check box.
5. Set the federal rate in the same manner as the regional except that you will use the
appropriate country code (i.e. Canada has a 7% tax called GST).
6. Click on the 'Update Configuration' button to finish
Note: HST for Canadian Maritime Provinces
DXcart can accommodate the HST for Canadian Maritime Merchants.
following:
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For each of the regions where you must collect HST instead of GST, make an entry for the
region with HST as the label and 15 as the percentage. You must still set the GST for
federal tax. In the instance where a customer is required to pay the HST, the GST will be
dropped from the calculations and ignored.
Note: Globally Applied Tax
There are some merchants who must charge taxes on every purchase (i.e. Tourism
taxes). To set a global tax applied to all purchases, use the first regional tax fields, enter
the label that applies, enter the State/Prov as ‘ALL’ in capital letters and enter the tax rate
as you would for any other taxes. This rate you enter will be applied to all purchases
made through the DXcart.
Contact Info
The contact information specifies who will receive notices of orders received. This is
required information. Please enter the name and email address of the intended recipient.
If you would like the notifications to go to more than one person you may include multiple
email addresses separated by commas with NO SPACES BETWEEN ADDRESSES.
Exit URL
This section allows you to specify a URL for your customers to go to when they exit the
checkout facility. If you leave this blank, the system will default to the View Cart page.

Product Database
The product database contains a list of all your products, product codes, and prices, and
serves some unique purposes:
1. Every product price is looked up locally by DXcart rather than relying on you to pass
the price in the form post to DXcart. This prevents the opportunity for customers to
alter prices before adding to the shopping cart. (Price modification is, by the way, the
number one method used to defraud Internet merchants.)
2. Each product record holds the shipping units (or weight) for the product to be used in
shipping calculations. And again, looking that up locally prevents customers from
modifying information before posting to DXcart.
3. For each product you can specify regional and federal sales taxes as on or off. Further
in this Manual you will learn how to set taxation. While you might want to charge
sales tax to all customers in a particular state you might have certain products that
are exempt from tax. This feature allows you to override your base settings on a
product by product basis to accommodate such a situation.
4. The Product URL is required where the product is used as a Complimentary Item (see
below for more details). This address tells the system where to link the customer to if
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they select the item from the Complimentary Product listing. Further, the DXcart will
use this address as one of the possible ‘Return URL’ addresses.
5. You may provide up to 6 product codes to be linked to any product as 'add on items'.
When a user adds a product to their shopping cart, DXcart looks for Complementary
Products in the product database. If they exist DXcart will individually load the
products to use their name, price and URL, then provide the user with a small table
entitled "...may we suggest..." that shows the product name, price and provides a link
directly to the page.
6. You can make an item exempt from shipping calculations (in the case of a service for
instance), allow or deny users the capability of editing product quantities in the
DXcart, set a product as a ‘Quick Buy’ item if it shows up in an ‘add on item’.
As you can see, there are several good reasons for having a local product database.
Depending upon the size of your product list and the function at hand, you have two ways
of managing your product database:
1. You can use the manual system to add, delete or modify each product one at a time
using your Web browser or
2. You can use the spreadsheet template provided and enter or edit the data using a
common spreadsheet program such as Excel. If you're especially astute with
databases you can even build your own offline database and export data.
We will first review the online manual options and look at each of the variables required,
then follow through with the offline 'spread sheet' technique.
Online Database
Add Product
The form provided has a total of 15 fields to complete, 4 of which are mandatory.
Complete the form and click on the 'Add Product' link. The fields, and their relevance, in
order are:
Product Code - This must be a unique number and must exist.

The product code may

contain letters, numbers, and dashes only, no other characters
Product Name - The name of the product as you would like it to appear in the shopping

cart.
Product Price - The price of the product without symbols or commas. Numbers and an

optional single decimal place only are permitted. If your numbers are not padded to the
appropriate number of decimal places, DXcart will pad the numbers for you on the fly.
Allow Qty Mod – The default for this setting is ‘on’. This tells DXcart whether or not you

want to allow users to change the quantity associated with a product in the shopping cart.
Normally it should be fine as is. However, a product that’s sold in specific quantities or
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bundles should be protected.
only should be set to ‘off’.

Also, products where you want to allow a fixed quantity

Tax Flags - Set the Regional and Federal Sales taxes as on or off. If you do not intend to

collect any tax, then you may ignore this field. If you intend to set taxes for a particular
region, these flags allow you to control the taxation on individual items.
Quick Buy – The DXcart system will display suggested products to a user when they add to

their shopping cart. If ‘Quick Buy’ is set to ‘on’ for a product used in the “may we
suggest…” list, then a ‘Quick Buy’ button will appear beside the items allowing customers
to add it to their shopping cart immediately. A good example is batteries offered after the
purchase of a toy. The user doesn’t need to see a product page to decide on such an
impulse item so they will be inclined to make their selection and add it straight into the
DXcart. The customer may modify the quantity for the item once in the shopping cart.
Do remember, however, that product attributes are not available through Quick Buy, so if
features such as size or color must be selected, then do not set Quick Buy to ‘on’ for the
given product.
Shipping Units - This field provides data used by the shipping calculator. Shipping units

might be weight in pounds, kilogram or other units of measurement as you prefer. This is
a mandatory field. If your choice of shipping model does not require weight you may set
this value to 0.
Canada Post Shipping Values - Required for eParcel™ calculations - Canadian merchants

only. The three dimensions refer to the length, width and height of the individual product.
Values for each dimension must be entered in cm if you are using the eParcel™ shipping
method.
Shipping Block – If you set shipping block to ‘on’ for a product it will not be considered in

the calculation of shipping charges. This is useful for services or products where no
shipping charges at all should apply. If a customer purchases only items with Shipping
Block enabled, no shipping at all will be added to the order, not even base rates.
Product URL - The address you put here tells DXcart where to send the user if they click on

the item as part of a ‘Complimentary Product Listing’ shown in the DXcart main page. The
Product URL in only mandatory where the product is to be named as a Complementary
Product elsewhere in the same data base. The Product URL, if specified, can be used to
set the value for the ‘Return URL’. (See Return URL info next section)
Keywords - The Product Search Engine in DXcart relies on keywords to analyze data.

Enter as many keywords as you like, which encompass the many different ways your
customer may search for a product. Simply leave one space between each word, do not
use any punctuation in this field.
Complementary Products - In the six fields provided you may enter from one to six product

codes corresponding to other products in the database. When the current record is
loaded by DXcart to add a product for a customer, DXcart will look up the information on
all complimentary products and present a list of these products with their prices and a link
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to the relevant product pages. This feature is used to create add-on sales. For instance,
if a customer purchases a Widget, suggest some Widget Cleaner, a Widget Rack, or an
extended warranty for their Widget.
When you click on the 'Add Product' link the system will either warn you of an error so
that you can make corrections and try again, or will acknowledge receipt of the new
product. With acknowledgement DXcart will show you the same form, but with all
previous data, except product code, remaining. This will allow you to carry on with quick
addition of similar items.
Return URL – Special Information
The ‘Return URL’ that is referred to in many places throughout this manual refers to the
address that the DXcart system uses when a customer clicks on the ‘Continue Browsing’
button. This Return Address may be set in many different ways. The list below tells you
the system’s order of selection for this address.
1. Hidden variable named ‘return’ passed with the add to shopping cart function will take
precedence over all other settings. The value passed into the DXcart system must
include the ‘http://’ before the page URL. You may send the customer to any page
you like after they add a product to their shopping cart. You may, for instance, want
to direct the user to a list of accessories for a product they just purchased.
<input type=”hidden” name=”return” value=”http://www.foo.com/pr/acc1.htm”>

2. The Product URL saved in the DXcart database will be used as the second selection. If
you do not pass the variable ‘return’ when the user adds to their shopping cart, then
DXcart will look here.
3. If neither ‘return’ variable nor the Product URL are set, the DXcart will then attempt to
send the user back to the same page where they clicked on ‘Add to Cart’ within your
site. This done using the ‘referer’ variable passed invisibly by most browsers.
4. In the very remote case where there is no data provided for the URL and DXcart
cannot determine through browser data which page the customer came from, the site
address provided in ‘Cart Settings’ will be used.
Clone Product
Selecting this menu item will populate the Add Product form with data from the last
entered product as though you had just completed entering the last item. This allows for
rapid entry of similar items.
V/E/D Products
Selecting this menu item provides a tabled list of all products in the database. Use
caution here. If your database is filled with several thousand entries, then it is not a good
idea to use this menu item. For a Merchant with one hundred or less items, this is a very
convenient way to access data. The resulting list will provide the opportunity to delete
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the product with a single click or edit the entry. Selection of the edit option will move you
to a form identical in function to the 'Add Product' form except that in this instance the
new data you insert will overwrite the old data.
Find Product
This feature is especially useful if you have a large database of products but only need to
modify a few items. Enter the product code you require, then click on 'Find Product'. If
the product exists in the database you will be presented with the product data and can
delete or edit the entry as previously described.
Offline Database
Template
The offline product database management is substantially different in function, but
identical in data content. The Template link will begin a download to your computer of a
tab delimited ASCII file. Accept the download by opting to SAVE the file when prompted
by your browser. (Warning: Netscape is the preferred browser for all upload and
download functions. Some versions of Internet Explorer will work, but not all so use
caution.) Launch a spreadsheet program such as Excel, Lotus, or Works and open or
import the Template. Most spread sheet software will walk you through the import of a
tab delimited file. Once open you will see headings for the variables, plus a sample entry.
Delete the sample entry and input your own data. You will input all of the products that
you are selling from your Web site. The fields are listed in order below with any specific
restrictions or requirements:
code - This is the product code. It may contain letters, numbers and dashes only. It is a

required field and will cause an error if this field is omitted.
name - This is the name of the product as it will appear in the shopping cart. Use letters,

numbers, dashes and periods only in this area. Any other punctuation can have adverse
affects with some browser types and versions. This is a required field.
price - Enter the price as a number only with no commas, currency symbols or characters.

Only numbers and a single decimal place are permitted. This is a required field.
quantity edit - Set the value as either ‘on’ or ‘off’. If turned ‘on’ you’re indicating that you

want to give your customer the ability to edit product quantity within the DXcart. This is
set on a product by product basis.
quickbuy - Set the value as either ‘on’ or ‘off’. If turned on, and the product appears in

any Complimentary Product list, the customer will have the ability to add the product to
shopping cart right from the Complimentary Product list.
regtax - In this field must appear the word 'on' or the word 'off' to turn the globally set

regional taxes on or off for the individual product. This is a required field.
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fedtax - Same as above except for the fact that it controls the federal tax if it applies. This

is a required field.
shpunits - The shipping units (normally the weight) for the product is entered in this field.

Even if you opt not to charge for shipping, there must be some value in this field. You
can enter 0 as a valid value.
length – for use with Canada Post eParcel™ shipping module – Canadian merchants only.

Enter in the length of the product in cm.
width – for use with Canada Post eParcel™ shipping module – Canadian merchants only.

Enter in the width of the product in cm.
height – for use with Canada Post eParcel™ shipping module – Canadian merchants only.

Enter in the height of the product in cm.
shpblock - Set this value as ‘on’ or ‘off’. If set to on, the product will not be considered in

calculation of shipping costs.
shipping.

This is applicable to services and items with no cost

comp1-comp6 - These 6 fields will accept product codes for 'Complimentary Products' used

for encouraging add-on sales. If you do not provide a product code the field must be
filled with an 'x' to note that the field is empty. If these fields are left blank an error will
occur.
URL - This is the 'Product URL' used in the Complimentary Product links and possibly for

the ‘Continue Browsing’ function. All Product URLs MUST have the 'http://' prefix included
before the address.
Keywords - As in the On-line Database, Add Product module, you may use this field to

enter as many keywords as you like to allow customers to complete thorough searches
within your products database. Separate the individual keywords by a single space
without any punctuation.
Once you have updated the list, save it to your hard drive as a TAB DELIMITED FILE
WITH NO TEXT QUALIFIERS and see the instructions for Upload List.
Current List
Selecting the Current List link will download a file to your computer, except that this is a
list of all the products currently in your database. Follow the same instructions as above,
then upload the file using the Upload List option.
Upload List
Uploading a product list follows a procedure similar to uploading image files. Click on the
Browse button in the Action Window. Locate the list on your computer and select it.
Once complete click on the Upload button to transfer the list to the DXcart server. Note
that the list WILL NOT BE INSTALLED IMMEDIATELY. Once the file is received by
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DXcart, the system will run a fundamental error check on the file to ensure that you have
not missed required fields. To accommodate potentially very large data lists the system
will not make you wait. DXcart will email you when the installation is completed (usually
within seconds, but potentially up to 30 minutes for product lists in excess of 250,000). If
there are errors, details will be provided in the email.
Install List
Once DXcart has confirmed that the list is okay you may click on the Install List menu to
make the uploaded list active.
You may upload a file and not install it right away. This might be the case where you are
launching a sale at a specific time and want the file in place and checked but don't need it
active for a few hours or few days. Just return to the administration when you're ready to
go and click Install List.
Restore Database
If you install a product list only to discover that you made some grave errors, you can
restore the previous list by clicking on this menu item. Once you click, the most recent
file is deleted and the previous database is installed in its place. Restoration is only one
level deep. This means that once you click on Restore, clicking again will have no affect.
NOTE: Power Developer Tip
If you have not deduced this already, you can build and maintain the required ASCII table
using almost any database. This means that if your product database already exists in
Access, FilemakerPro, SQL, or most any other data base you can produce the product
tables that you require for upload through a simple export function. Just remember that
the data must be presented in the order specified by the template and the rules of
content apply. The file must be a tab delimited ASCII file with no text identifiers or
characters other than letters, numbers, dashes and periods. Do not include the column
labels as shown in the template.
Power Developer Feature – Custom Configured Upload Tables
You may elect to build your own format of table rather than using the default template.
With the custom configure option you may define the delimiter as tab or comma, you may
select a reduced set of variables to provide and you may select their order in the table.
To do this the file you upload will provide the required details in the first two lines of the
file as follows:
Line 1: provide the line ‘set delimiter =’ and the word ‘comma’ or the word ‘tab’ to
indicate the type of delimiter you wish to use. There must be no other data on this line.
Line 2: provide the line ‘set var order =’ and the variable names in the order that you will
be uploading. Leave a single space between the variables. The list of variable names
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available is as follows: code name price qty_edit quickbuy shpblock regtax fedtax weight
url comprod1 comprod2 comprod3 comprod4 comprod5 comprod6 keywords
For clarity, URL is the Product URL, comprod1-6 are the complimentary products. All
other variables should be easily referenced against the list above. The same variable
values and character limitations apply as listed above.
Once your table with the two special lines is ready, just upload per normal procedure.
DXcart will know that you are using a custom table and will react accordingly. This
function was introduced to make integration of offline databases easier for Power
Developers only.
***Please note: If you are using the product search feature, after making any
adjustments to the Product Database you must use the Index Products feature. This
feature optimizes your database to allow the resident Product Search Engine to complete
keyword searches in the most efficient manner. You should be aware that a large number
of products in your database might cause this function to take up to an hour to complete.
During the indexing process you may continue to work on other areas of your DXcart.
Also, any customers who are shopping on the system while the database is being indexed
will NOT be affected in any way.

Product Search Engine
To include the Product Search Engine in a custom designed search page simply include
the following code to your own pages.
<form method=post action="http://www.DXcart.com/cart/search.mhtml">
<input type=hidden name="id" value="[your cart ID here]">
<input type=text name="keywords">
<input type=submit value="Search">
</form>

Where you replace the [your cart ID here] with your cart id (e.g. 366). This will post a
list of keywords entered by your customer for a search to the DXcart search page and
display the results according to how you have set up the display in the AppearancePage Text-Search Page area.

UPS Tracking
To include UPS Tracking into your website, simply include the following code to your own
pages.
<a href=”http://www.DXcart.com/cart/upstracking.mhtml?id=[your cart ID
here]">Track your Order</a>

Where you replace the [your cart ID here] with your cart id (e.g. 366), and ‘Track your
Order’ with the text or image you would like to link to the tracking page. This will link to
the UPS tracking page, allowing your customer to enter in package tracking number you
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have supplied them, and see the current status of their shipped order. You can modify
the page text and table width for this page in the Appearance-Page Text-UPS
Tracking Page area of the DXcart administration. NOTE: You cannot modify the UPS
image or disclaimers that appear when tracking a package.

Membership/Link Manager
Membership
The membership functions include a rapid checkout feature for your shoppers who have
purchased before, a discount feature that allows application of dollar or percentage
discount to member sales (these are defined by you on an individual basis), and a
member emailing utility to provide for direct targeted marketing.
Members can be added to your Shop automatically by the system immediately following a
purchase. You can also add, edit and delete members manually through the membership
administration.
General Configuration
1. To set DXcart to add purchasers to the Membership database automatically select the
corresponding checkbox. Any type of purchase will result in the addition of a new
Member to the list.
2. To allow the users to use the 'Rapid Checkout' feature, select the checkbox, then
provide the line of text that you would like to appear above the email text field.
3. Indicate whether you would like any applicable taxes to be applied before or after the
discount is taken. If applied before, the system will specifically target the taxable
portion of the purchase to create the lowest tax possible for the user.
4. You may temporarily (or permanently) set a discount rate applicable to all members.
Discount options are either ‘percentage of net sale’, or ‘dollars off a minimum
purchase’. This feature is useful for special promotions whereby you set a discount,
then use the Membership system to send targeted email to all your members to tell
them about the promotion.
5. You may provide default content for an email to send to Merchants when you sign
them up manually (see the next section). Providing data here will simply expedite
your efforts on other pages.
Add Member
Use this Action page to manually add a new member. The only required data is the email
address / password. You may use a password in place of an email address when you
want to generically offer a discount to a specific group of people to whom you have
provided the password. Please note that if DXcart does not find the ‘@’ symbol, it
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presumes the entry is a password. You may leave all other fields empty except for the
discount selection. Please note that the State/Province and Country drop down selections
rely on the regions defined in your shipping tables. The discounting options that you may
apply are as follows:
1. Percentage of net sale discount (will discount the order but not shipping)
2. A dollars off discount if the purchase is of the minimum amount specified
3. You may set an expiry data after which date the discount will not apply
4. Finally, you may set individual discounts to override any globally set discount rates on
a member by member basis.
You have the option for individual customers to disable taxation for those who are tax
exempt. This is an excellent feature for those merchants who sell to a mix of retail and
distributors. Simply click on the applicable checkbox or checkboxes to disable the
relevant taxes.
With manual addition you have the option of sending an email to the new member. If you
completed the default email information in the general configuration it will be presented
for you to edit or accept as is. The checkbox below the email fields is pre-selected to
send email to the new member. You may disable this before clicking on the 'Add' button
to complete the process.
Find Member
Enter an email address or password to quickly locate a Member record for editing.
Manage List
This module shows a complete membership list and gives you the ability to modify or
delete an individual listing. Clicking on the “View More” link beside a member’s name will
take you to the full listing where you can also edit or delete the record.
Mailing List
DXcart gives you the ability to “broadcast” email to people on your membership list. Due
to the extensive use of server and systems management time involved in providing this
feature to you, the merchant, there is a separate fee charged each time that you use the
feature. For additional information on the cost associated with sending a broadcast email,
please see the Membership module, Mailing List feature.
Using this feature is quite simple. Enter the return address (where the email is coming
from this must be a real address), the subject and the text body into the fields provided
and you are ready to go. You can send a test email; there is no charge for this. By
clicking in the “Test Email Only” checkbox, your email will be delivered to the return
address that you put in the return address field.
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Once you are ready to send the email to your membership, simply click on the “Send
Message” button at the bottom of your screen. The email will be broadcast immediately
and you will be charged accordingly.
Member List Download
DXcart will prepare a tab delimited ASCII file of your entire Membership list. This can be
imported into a spreadsheet for analysis or mail merge or into a database for other
marketing purposes. Click on the D/L Member List link, enter your email address and
click continue. The system will automatically email you when your database is ready for
pickup. When you receive the email, re-enter your administration, and click on D/L
Member List under the Membership section for the new file.
Download Member Template
You can download a template to use if you would like to use an existing list of members.
This selection will initiate a download of the member template file. The file is in a zip
format, and must be unzipped to open the membertemplate.txt file. The template is a tab
delimited text file.
Upload Member List
This feature must be enabled by a DXcart support representative. Call or use the technical
support form in the DXcart admin to ask to have this feature turned on.
Before uploading your list, make sure that the file is tab-delimited and that you have
deleted the top row of column labels.
When enabled, this feature works in much the same way as other upload functions,
whereby you will browse your local computer for the file to upload. Once you have located
it, open it and then enter your email address for notification of file acceptance. Once file
has been accepted for upload you are ready to install the list.
Install List
Clicking here will present you with a link to install the uploaded list. This action will
overwrite any existing list, so use extreme caution when doing this.
Restore List
Clicking here will restore the previous list if found.

Link Manager
The Link Manager allows you to track inbound traffic and resulting purchases from a
'cooperative' Web site. This system allows you to set a unique code for each inbound link,
and then provide a specific URL to the Webmaster of the other Web site to use in the link
to your Web site. The URL is actually directed to the DXcart system where the
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clickthrough and ID are logged.
Then the system redirects the customer to a
predetermined page on your Web site. This redirect is a server level 302 redirect so it is
seamless and nearly invisible to the user. This is not a Meta Refresh and does not rely on
the browser or user at all. If a sale is completed as a result of the link into your site, the
origin Link Code will be provided on the order. Further, you can run real time reports to
view clickthroughs and sales for all of your assigned links at any time.
Add Link
Enter a unique number to identify the link. Numbers only are allowed here, but you may
use any number of digits you like. Enter an Identifier, such as a company name, Web site
name, or promotion name. Provide the target page for DXcart to push the user to when
they click through. Finally, you may optionally assign a password to allow the party
providing the link to your site to check their own statistics (further details below). When
you submit the information you will be provided with the exact URL to use for the link.
Any deviation from the URL provided will cause an error, so use 'copy and paste' as much
as possible.
A typical link code will look as follows:
<A HREF=”http://www.DXcart.com/cart/link.mhtml?id=366-1000”>BodyShop</A>

Note the ID is composed of your DXcart ID, followed by a dash, followed by the ID that
you assigned to that particular link. When an individual wants to check their own
statistics (view section further down page) they will need to provide this two-part code.
View / Delete Link
This option allows you to view a listing of all your active links. From this list you may
delete or edit any link code assigned. Be careful as once the link is deleted, all statistics
related to that link are also deleted.
Link Code Statistics
You have several reporting options including a view of a single month's statistics,
download of a single month's statistics (to a tab delimited ASCII file for reading in a
spread sheet), an on-screen range of months report for clickthroughs only or an onscreen range of months report for sales only. Make your date selections and click on the
appropriate buttons. The reporting is self-explanatory.
Individual Link Code Statistics
You may provide those parties linking to your site with a URL, code and password to allow
them to view their own statistics. They access http://www.DXcart.com/linkstats, enter
their link code, and the password you assigned. They may then view the same reports
that you review, but are restricted to viewing the data for their link code only.
The link code to use consists of your DXcart ID, followed by a dash, followed by whatever
code you assigned. For instance, if your DXcart ID were 366, and the code you assigned
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in the Link Manager was 1000, then the link code would be 366-1000. That is as shown
in the example above. The same code appears in the linking URL that is used so it should
not seem unusual or difficult to remember.
NOTE: Power Developer Linking Options
The standard link into your site through DXcart will use the URL saved in the Link
Database. You may pass further data from the linking site, through the DXcart to your
site by embedding the data in the URL. For instance, if the linking site wanted to pass
you a name/value pair of foo=adam, simply have the linking site include the additional
variable in the URL: http://www.DXcart.com/cart/link.mhtml?id=366-1000&foo=adam.
You may encode and include any variables you like this way. You may also pass the
additional data through the DXcart by using a form post. The DXcart will forward into
your Web site through URL embedding, any variables that it does not recognize as part of
the Link Manager system.
A second option allows the linking site to pass a user into any page you specify and ignore
the address saved in the Link Manager database. Add to the link URL a variable named
NEWURL where the value is the complete URL of the page where you would like the user
to be forwarded. The embedded URL must be encoded so as not to confuse any browser.
You may also pass the URL in through a form post, BUT if there are any additional
variables to pass through, they must be included as part of the URL. Where the NEWURL
variable is used, other ‘unknown’ variables passed into the Link Manager system are
ignored. This technique allows you to use a single Link code to link to an unlimited
number of sites. A typical example of the application occurs where you wish to allow a
single 'associate' to present access or links to multiple products within your web site.
DXcart will redirect the incoming user to the address provided in NEWURL. Because you
can pass URL embedded data within NEWURL this technique even applies where the
target page is dynamic and requires specific variable input.

Order Pick Up
When you click on the Order Pick Up link the action page will immediately tell you if you
have any orders waiting and if so what kind. Each type of order (COD, P.O., Credit Card,
Call Back, etc) is retrieved separately. Click on the pick up link for each type of order.
You will be presented with each order, one at a time, for easy printing. The navigation in
the order pickup area allows you to move through the orders or move through while
deleting. When you have completed pickup for one type of order you may use the menu
at the right to select another pickup bin, or you may click on Order Pickup in the Primary
Menu to see the list in the Action Window once again.

Advanced Functions
Order Config
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This section will present a page requesting that you set a password for Order Pickup. This
is used for the Secondary Order Pickup (described in a moment). Please set this
password. To change the password at any time you will require the original password.
With this done you, or appointed staff, may access an independent order pickup window
at the address: http://www.DXcart.com/orders. The user will be asked for the DXcart ID
and password. The framed window that appears is exactly the Order Pickup system from
inside the DXcart Administration, but it does not provide access to any other part of the
DXcart administration, nor does it compromise the primary password.
Order Download System
This is a Power Developer feature only. If the application of this feature is not
immediately evident, then please do not attempt to use it. This system allows you to
build Order reports with custom defined delimiter, transaction types, fields and field order.
Once you save a configuration you may use it at any time. To use it you simply click on
the report of choice and the current orders awaiting pickup will be run through the custom
order download system and a delimited ASCII file will be streamed to your browser
through a dedicated SSL session (i.e. fully secured). This function is useful for pulling
orders into offline databases, accounting systems, inventory systems, custom programs,
etc.
To define a new template, select the Order Download menu item and follow these
instructions:
1. Select ‘Define Template’ – the main window will subdivide into a selection window top
and a report window bottom.
2. Give your report a name and click ‘Submit’ – This is for your use only when selecting a
report. You will notice as you make selections in the top frame, the bottom frames
updates to reflect those changes.
3. Select your delimiter for the report by clicking on one of the four options.
4. Select the transaction type for the report. You may select multiple types or all of
them if you like. Just remember that mixing the types requires many more variables
in the download file and many of those variables will be empty for non-corresponding
orders. For instance, where banking information is available for online check orders, it
is not relevant and therefore will not be provided with credit card orders.
5. Go through the field options listing and click on the fields that you require in the order
that you would like. They are subdivided for easy identification
6. In the bottom frame review all the settings for your report. You may remove any field
from the report with a single click. If all is, as you require, then select the ‘Save
Template’ option at the bottom of the screen.
7. Click on the Order Download menu item again. This time the report name will be
listed under Available Templates with options to Edit, Delete, or Download the report.
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Edit and Delete are self evident. Clicking on Download will prepare the report, then
provide you a second link to begin the download. The download is done in this
manner (rather than immediate stream) for security reasons.
Order Tracking System
This is a feature that allows you to inform your customers on the status of pending
orders. Setting this feature up is a three-step process. The first step is to set up the
administrative functions of the order tracking system. The second step is to set up the
administration labels and messages. Finally the third step is to create the code that will
link your website to the DXcart Order Tracking system. This feature operates similar to
the product search feature in the DXcart. A merchant inputs an order number into the
search field and clicks on submit. The system will then search for the order number and
generate the display based on the information that you have set up in steps one and two.
To set up the Order Tracking system follow these instructions:
Administrative Functions
1. Click the ‘Order Pick Up’ link in the top header menu.
2. Click the ‘Tracking Settings’ link on the left sub menu– In this menu, select
whether to view the Order Tracking menu with 50 or 100 orders per page.
3. In the Status Settings submenu, input the different status types that you use when
tracking your orders. (ie: shipped, received, waiting for signature, etc) Note that
the first order status (labeled default next to the 1) is the status that an order will
automatically be set to once an order has been placed. Click on the ‘Save Settings’
button to save your selections.
4. Click the ‘Order Tracking’ link on the left sub menu – Your orders will appear in the
main window in a table format. The number of orders viewed on the screen will be
set at 50 or 100, which ever setting you have chosen in the ‘Tracking Settings’ sub
menu.
5. You may add notes to each order by clicking on the ‘add/view note’ link beside
each order.
6. You can update the status of the order from the selections you inputted in the
‘Tracking Settings’ sub menu from step 3 above (i.e.: shipped, received, waiting
for signature, etc) by selecting the appropriate status from the dropdown menu.
7. Click on the ‘Make Changes” button to save your settings.
Administration Labels and Messages
1. Click the ‘Appearance’ link under ‘Cart Settings’ in the top header menu and select
the ‘Page Text’ link on the left sub menu.
2. Click the ‘Order Tracking Page’ link in the main window.
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3. In the ‘Page Text Width’ field, you can select how wide the orders will look in
pixels. If nothing is filled in, the width of the order tracking page will default to
400 pixels wide.
4. The ‘Show Order Review’ checkbox should be checked if you want your customer
to view the entire order. If the box is left unchecked your customer will only
be able to view the order status, the order number, and the notes you
have entered. The credit card number will not appear at all when tracking the
status of the order.
5. The ‘Return URL’ field should have the URL of your store listed within. The URL
must have ‘http://’ preceding the address.
6. The ‘URL Target’ field is used if your website uses frames and you want the user to
be returned to a particular frame. Place the target name in this field.
7. The ‘Results Found Text’ is the text that is shown when a correct order number is
found in the system. This text field also accepts HTML coding for more advanced
users.
8. The ‘No Results Found Text’ is the text that is shown when an order number is NOT
found in the database. This text field also accepts HTML coding for more advanced
users.
9. Click on the ‘Update Text’ button to save your changes.
Your Website Set up.
1. Place the following HTML code within your web site. Please apply the necessary
changes to make this code work for your particular DXcart:
<form method="post” action="https://www.dxcart.com/cart/ordertrack.mhtml">
<input type="hidden" name="id" value=”366”>
<input type="text" name="tracker" size="13">
<input type="submit" value="Track Order">
</form>

**You will need to replace the ‘366’ with your DXcart ID number. You can also
replace the ‘Track Order” text with text that you want to appear on the Submit
button.

MYOB Orders
If you use MYOB accounting software, you can download your DXcart orders and import
them into MYOB.
To do this, follow these steps:
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1. Start by clicking the MYOB orders button in the side menu or the Order Pick up
area.
2. Select which transaction types you would like to be included in the order download
as well as the currency type.
3. Click on ‘Build Order Download’.
4. The system will create two .zip files – Customer Cards and Customer Orders.
5. Download both of these files (cardfile.zip and orderfile.zip) and unzip them. You
will then have cardfile.txt and orderfile.txt.
6. You must start with cardfile.txt. This file contains the customer information. Open
your MYOB accounting package.
7. Select File ‡ Import Data ‡ Cards ‡ Customer Cards.
8. Make sure that the Import File format is Tab-Delimited, First Record is Header
Record and Duplicate Records is Update Existing Records, then click continue.
9. Locate the cardfile.txt file on your computer and open it.
For MYOB version 10:
•

Click on Match All, then click on Import.

For MYOB version 9 or earlier:
•

You must match up the header names on the left with the MYOBs Plus
Fields on the right - click on the field to the left - then click on the field to
the right to match them all up. When you have them matched up - click on
import (if you do not have a corresponding field in the MYOB Plus Fields you can ignore the field from the import file.)

Your Customer Cards are now imported. Now we can import the orders. Follow these
steps:
1. Select File ‡ Import Data ‡ Sales ‡ Item Sales
2. Ensure that the Import File format is Tab-delimited, and the First Record is Header
Record.
3. Locate the orderfile.txt file on your computer and open it.
For MYOB Version 10:
•

Click on Match All, then click on Import

For MYOB version 9 or earlier:
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•

You must match up the header names on the left with the MYOBs Plus
Fields on the right - click on the field to the left - then click on the field to
the right to match them all up. When you have them matched up - click on
import (if you do not have a corresponding field in the MYOB Plus Fields you can ignore the field from the import file.)

Your Orders are now imported.

All orders are imported as Orders. Set them to Invoices in MYOB in order to affect
inventory, calculate taxes etc.
Additional notes:
Secure Order capture orders will include the Credit Card Name, Credit Card number and
expiry date.
PsiGate, Authorize.net, and InternetSecure orders include the authorization number in the
order file.
PO orders include the PO number in the order file.
Taxes and Discounts are not part of the download created by DXcart. These are left to be
calculated within MYOB according to specific tax/discount tables.
Imported orders are marked as Orders, not as Invoices.
Quotes for custom modifications are available on request.

Help
Online Help
System Check
The system check is used to quickly review your settings and ensure that you have not
missed any essential elements. Comments in green signify that the setting is okay.
Comments in orange are cautions only. And comments in red are items that must be
attended to before you begin using DXcart. If you have any items noted in red chances
are that the DXcart will not function properly.

Technical Support
If you ever run into a snag while configuring or updating your DXcart, first check the
Manual. If you're still confused (or frustrated), use the Technical Support form to ask for
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assistance. DXcart allows us the unique opportunity to actually look at your settings to
make corrections if necessary and, dare we say it, identify a bug and kill it quickly for the
benefit of all if such evil exists!
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Coding Your Web Site
Once you have configured the DXcart, you need only add the HTML code to your pages to
link with the DXcart. This is a very simple process requiring minimal code. First we'll
review the basics. Second we will reveal all the possible variables and special flags that
you might be inclined to use and we’ll provide you with your ‘Checkout’ link URL. Finally,
we’ll provide examples to demonstrate some of the more advanced ways of integrating
your Web site with DXcart.

The Basics
Associated with each product will be an HTML form. You may have one or several of
these forms on a page. (Warning: many HTML visual editors cannot manage more than
one form on a page. If you must use an HTML editor, try Adobe Golive or Macromedia
Dreamweaver. If you can, use the same as we use for all of our development... a text
editor!) While it is called a form, the fact is that in some cases the only thing a user can
do is click on a button. You require the <form action> tag, the <input> and other
variable tags, a submit button, and a close </form> tag. The form action tag is always
the same and is formatted as follows: (note: your DXcart ID replaces the number 366 in
these examples.
<FORM ACTION="http://www.DXcart.com/cart/?id=366" METHOD="POST">

The only variable that you are absolutely required to pass is the product code, and this is
usually passed as a hidden variable as follows:
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="CODE" VALUE="12252">

Finally, the form is finished with a submit button and a close form tag as follows:
<INPUT TYPE="SUBMIT" VALUE="ADD TO CART">
</FORM>
This is enough to tell DXcart to use DXcart number 366 and look up product 12252 for
addition of 1 item to the user's shopping cart. You can extend this code slightly to allow
the user to enter the quantity they desire by using code similar to the following:
QTY: <INPUT TYPE="TEXT" NAME="QTY" SIZE="2">

With that added, the entire form code would appear as follows:
<FORM ACTION="http://www.DXcart.com/cart/?id=366" METHOD="POST">
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="CODE" VALUE="12252">
QTY: <INPUT TYPE="TEXT" NAME="QTY" SIZE="2">
<INPUT TYPE="SUBMIT" VALUE="ADD TO CART">
</FORM>

For many Merchants, this is all the code you will ever need to know. For those of you who
have more specific objectives, we will share with you a few more options.
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Variables, Flags & Options
Below is a listing of all the variables that you can use on your site and the function that
each serves. Please note that DXcart variables are not case sensitive. They may be
passed in uppercase, lowercase or mixed without any problems. They must, however, be
passed as shown. You cannot use your own variable names and expect the DXcart to
interpret.
ID
This is your DXcart merchant ID. It must always be passed to the DXcart system failing
which an error will occur. The ID is normally passed in the link and form URLs
…com/cart/?id=366, but it may alternatively be passed as a hidden variable. (Power
Developers will notice that DXcart accepts data from both the post and the URL at the
same time.)
CODE
This is the product code that corresponds with the product in the DXcart database. This is
required with any addition of a product to the DXcart database.
CODE2, CODE3, …CODE20
You may, in a single form, pass more than one product. You must also pass the variable
MULTICODE to tell the DXcart system to check the variables CODE2 to CODE20 for
possible values. The DXcart will use the corresponding variables QTY2 to QTY20 to
calculate the totals for each item.
QTY
Quantity of the item may be omitted in which case the system presumes a qty of one.
You may of course use any form method you like to pass a value in the qty variable
including drop down, text field, radio button, etc.
QTY2, QTY3, …QTY20
These correspond with the additional CODE variables for passing multiple items into the
DXcart system at once. If in a CODEn / QTYn pair there is a CODE value but no QTY
value, QTY will be set to 1. However, if a QTY of 0 (zero) is passed, DXcart will ignore the
item even if there is a corresponding CODE. The relevance of this feature can be seen in
the examples provided in the next section.
MULTICODE
When passing multiple product codes to the DXcart system with a single post you must
pass the variable MULTICODE as a hidden variable set to ‘on’. This tells DXcart to
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examine the additional CODE and QTY variables for values. Additionally, you may set
MULTICODE to ‘lock’ instead of ‘on’. Lock serves to bind the group of products together in
the DXcart such that if the customer deletes one item, all in the bundle will be deleted.
Further, each item passed through at once will be labeled with a serial number such that
when you pick up the order you will be able to easily identify which products belong in
which bundles. This function is demonstrated in the next section.
NAME2, NAME3, …NAME20
Using these 20 variables you may pass additional product attributes such as size, color,
special information and more. Whatever values are passed in theses variables will simply
be appended to the end of the product name with a dash. If you pass several attributes,
each will be separated by line breaks. Please note that when passing multiple items, the
attributes apply ONLY to the first product code. Additional codes do not carry attributes.
RETURN
This optional variable is passed as a hidden tag. The value is a URL (including the
http://) to tell DXcart where to send the user to after this item is added to the DXcart. It
is useful in normal operation and is a wonderful tool when used in conjunction with the
AUTORETURN function.
AUTORETURN
This is an optional variable passed as a hidden tag. If AUTORETURN is set to a value of 1,
the user will not be presented with the normal DXcart page when they add an item to
their shopping cart. Instead a brief message will appear on screen to notify the user that
the item has been added to their shopping cart. Then the user’s browser will refresh to
the page identified by the RETURN variable, the Product URL in the database, or the
referrer passed by the browser. If a value of 2 is passed with the AUTORETURN variable
the item(s) will be added to the DXcart system, but no message will be flashed. The
browser will be automatically redirected using the RETURN, Product URL, or referrer as
above.

Links to the Cart
You may make a link to the shopping cart from anywhere in your site using the following
URL: http://www.DXcart.com/cart/index.mhtml?id=366 where your own ID number
replaces 366. Most merchants label the link or button as 'Checkout'. You'll notice that
this is the same address as used for the form tags, however, without passing a product
code DXcart knows that you only want the cart contents displayed and nothing added.

Advanced Coding
The examples below strive to demonstrate the various formats of code that can be used
on your web site to solve various ‘problems’. The basic requirements of ID, CODE, and
QTY have already been shown above, so we’re going to move into some advanced
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application. Each example will describe the ‘problem’ show the code, and provide detailed
explanation if required. Do understand that this more advanced code is not required for
use with the DXcart, it simply provides you, the Merchant, with more options and
flexibility.
Ex 1. – Basic Product Attributes (Size, Color, Etc.)
In this example the merchant has a product (a Widget) with several options for the
customer to select including colour, casing, selection of one or more language manuals,
and a name to engrave on the casing. To make the process more interesting we will use
a drop down list for the color selection, radio buttons for the casing, checkboxes for the
manuals, and a text field for the name to be engraved so that you can see how all might
be applied. The key is the use of the NAME variable. See the code example below:
<FORM ACTION=http://www.DXcart.com/cart/?id=366 METHOD=”POST”>
<INPUT TYPE=”HIDDEN” NAME=”CODE” VALUE=”ABC”>
QTY: <INPUT TYPE=”TEXT” NAME=”QTY” SIZE=2>
<BR>
COLOR: <SELECT NAME=”NAME2”>
<OPTION VALUE=”COLOR: BLUE”> BLUE
<OPTION VALUE=”COLOR: RED”> RED
<OPTION VALUE=”COLOR: GREEN”> GREEN
</SELECT>
<BR>
CASE: <INPUT TYPE=”RADIO” NAME=”NAME3” VALUE=”CASE: STEEL” SELECTED> STEEL
<INPUT TYPE=”RADIO” NAME=”NAME3” VALUE=”CASE: PLASTIC”> PLASTIC
<INPUT TYPE=”RADIO” NAME=”NAME3” VALUE=”CASE: WOOD”> WOOD
<BR>
DOCS: <INPUT TYPE=”CHECKBOX” NAME=”NAME4” VALUE=”ENGLISH”>ENGLISH
<INPUT TYPE=”CHECKBOX” NAME=”NAME5” VALUE=”SPANISH”>SPANISH
<INPUT TYPE=”CHECKBOX” NAME=”NAME6” VALUE=”FRENCH”>FRENCH
<BR>
OPTION: Enter the name you engrave on the casing (24 chars max):
<BR>
<INPUT TYPE=”TEXT” NAME=”NAME7” MAXLENGTH=”24” SIZE=”24”>
<BR>
<INPUT TYPE=”SUBMIT” VALUE=”ADD TO CART”>
</FORM>

When the user selects a quantity and adds the item to their shopping cart the attributes
for color and case will be included as line items directly below the product name. The
document choices will only appear if selected which potentially adds from 0 to 3 more line
items. Finally, the string entered in the NAME7 text field will be reproduced exactly as the
last line item if the customer completes that field. Note that each of the text boxes uses
its own NAME variable. You may use from NAME2 to NAME 21, which provides you with
20 product attributes options for any given product.
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Ex 2. – Attributes that modify product price
There are some cases where the user’s selection of an attribute will directly affect the
price of the item. Always remember that one product code has one price only. So, if one
product has 3 price variations it should be entered three times in the DXcart database
with a slight modification to product code. You can then use a drop down box or radio
buttons to allow the user to select what they see as an attribute. However, instead of
using a NAME variable as you would with other attributes, you actually use the CODE
variable and pass the appropriate product code.
The example below is for the same widget as above, except that this time the only
choices are casing and color. The casing affects the price of the product in this example.
We therefore need to ensure that we have entered the product in the DXcart database
three times using product codes ABC-1, ABC-2, ABC-3 (or something similar to delineate).
See the code below to see how this is executed using radio buttons then again using a
drop down list.
<!--THIS EXAMPLE USES RADIO BUTTONS TO SEND CODE TO DXcart-->
<FORM ACTION=http://www.DXcart.com/cart/?id=366 METHOD=”POST”>
QTY: <INPUT TYPE=”TEXT” NAME=”QTY” SIZE=2>
<BR>
CASE: <INPUT TYPE=”RADIO” NAME=”CODE” VALUE=”ABC-1” SELECTED> STEEL - $39.95
<INPUT TYPE=”RADIO” NAME=”CODE” VALUE=”ABC-2”> PLASTIC - $34.95
<INPUT TYPE=”RADIO” NAME=”CODE” VALUE=”ABC-3”> WOOD - $69.95
<BR>
COLOR: <SELECT NAME=”NAME2”>
<OPTION VALUE=”COLOR: BLUE”> BLUE
<OPTION VALUE=”COLOR: RED”> RED
<OPTION VALUE=”COLOR: GREEN”> GREEN
</SELECT>
<BR>
<INPUT TYPE=”SUBMIT” VALUE=”ADD TO CART”>
</FORM>
OR
<!--THIS EXAMPLE USES A DROP DOWN LIST TO SEND CODE TO DXcart-->
<FORM ACTION=http://www.DXcart.com/cart/?id=366 METHOD=”POST”>
QTY: <INPUT TYPE=”TEXT” NAME=”QTY” SIZE=2>
<BR>
CASE: <SELECT NAME=”CODE”>
<OPTION VALUE=”ABC-1”> STEEL - $39.95
<OPTION VALUE=”ABC-2”> PLASTIC - $34.95
<OPTION VALUE=”ABC-3”> WOOD - $69.95
</SELECT>
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<BR>
COLOR: <SELECT NAME=”NAME2”>
<OPTION VALUE=”COLOR: BLUE”> BLUE
<OPTION VALUE=”COLOR: RED”> RED
<OPTION VALUE=”COLOR: GREEN”> GREEN
</SELECT>
<BR>
<INPUT TYPE=”SUBMIT” VALUE=”ADD TO CART”>
</FORM>

Ex 3. – Fixed Quantity Products
There may be some instances where you want to price products individually (makes them
appear to be a better value, but you only want to sell them in fixed quantities. Golf balls
for instance might be priced at $1.29 each, but sold only in packages of 6, 12, 24 and 48.
To deal with this you will provide the quantity selection beside your product as a drop
down list or radio buttons. Further, within the DXcart product database you will ensure
that you switch the ‘quantity edit’ flag to off for that product to ensure that the customer
does not attempt to change the quantity within the DXcart listing. Below is a sample of
the code as it might appear on your site:
<FORM ACTION="http://www.DXcart.com/cart/?id=366" METHOD="POST">
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="CODE" VALUE="A123">
QTY:
<SELECT NAME=”QTY”>
<OPTION>6
<OPTION>12
<OPTION>24
<OPTION>48
</SELECT>
<INPUT TYPE="SUBMIT" VALUE="ADD TO CART">
</FORM>

Ex 4. – Product ‘Bundles’
This example will demonstrate how to code for Product Bundles where you want to
potentially pass several items to DXcart at one time. This technique is used where a
single delivered product (such as a gift basket, resort reservation, custom built golf clubs,
etc) is actually put together from several independent products. Let’s use the example of
a gift basket. The basket itself will have a fixed price for the ‘basic’ package. In addition
users can elect to add a variable number of wineglasses, select from different bottles of
wine, and add caviar. The sample code is below followed by some further explanation
and notes:
ACME ‘CONGRATULATIONS’ BASKET - $49.95<BR>
<FORM ACTION=http://www.DXcart.com/cart/?id=366 METHOD=”POST”>
<INPUT TYPE=”HIDDEN” NAME=”MULTICODE” VALUE=”LOCK”>
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<INPUT
<INPUT
<INPUT
<INPUT
<INPUT
SELECT

TYPE=”HIDDEN” NAME=”RETURN” VALUE=”http://www.foo.com/cards/”>
TYPE=”HIDDEN” NAME=”AUTORETURN” VALUE=”1”>
TYPE=”HIDDEN” NAME=”CODE” VALUE=”BSKC”>
TYPE=”TEXT” NAME=”QTY2” VALUE=”0” SIZE=”2”> WINE GLASSES
TYPE=”HIDDEN” NAME=”CODE2” VALUE=”WINEGL”><BR>
A BOTTLE OF WINE:
<SELECT NAME=”CODE3”>
<OPTION VALUE=””> NO WINE
<OPTION VALUE=”WINE1”> BOUJOULAIS - $12.35
<OPTION VALUE=”WINE2”> CHARDONNAIS - $14.95
<OPTION VALUE=”WINE3”> PINOT NOIR - $16.75
</SELECT><BR>
ADD CAVIAR? ($33.45) <INPUT TYPE=”CHECKBOX” NAME=”CODE4” VALUE=”CAV”><BR>
<INPUT TYPE=”SUBMIT” VALUE=”ADD TO CART”>
</FORM>

Lets go through the above code line by line to explain how it will work. The FORM TAG is
standard. The next line passes a value of “LOCK” in the variable MULTICODE. First, this
tells DXcart to examine the data passed for possible multiple products. Second, this will
tell DXcart to bind the selections together such that if the user tries to delete one item out
of the bundle all associated items will be deleted. This is done because the Merchants do
not want the customer to attempt to purchase these items individually, but only as part of
a bundle. Additionally, DXcart will add a serial number to visually bind together the
bundle. The merchant will be able to easily determine which products are in which
bundles if the customer makes multiple purchases. The following variable RETURN tells
DXcart where to send the user after the addition to DXcart. AUTORETURN is set to a
value of 1, so when the customer adds to their DXcart it will tell them how many items
were added, then will immediately forward the user to the URL indicated by the RETURN
variable. (This is a technique to encourage add on sales of related products.)
The first CODE variable is hidden (as usual) and represents the ‘main’ product in the
bundle. If desired you may include NAME variables for product attributes, but note that
the attributes are associated with the main product only, not any of the other product
codes passed in this form. Note that associated with the main code is no QTY variable. If
you pass no value to DXcart, the system will presume and apply a QTY of 1 automatically.
The next pair of lines handles the wineglasses. The quantity is managed through the
variable QTY2. The associated product code is found in hidden variable CODE2 on the
next line. In this case the user will select the number of wineglasses they would like.
Notice that the QTY2 variable is preset to zero. Remember that if no value for a QTY
variable is passed, DXcart will presume a value of 1. However, in this case we are
passing a product code but might not want the item added to the DXcart if the customer
selects no wineglasses. If a value of zero is passed in the QTY2 variable (i.e. the user
does not enter a desired number) the DXcart will ignore the QTY2/CODE2 pair.
The next bit of code allows the user to select a bottle of wine using a drop down list. The
select variable name is CODE3. Each selection in the drop down list has a different
product code associated. The form will pass the product code associated with the
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customer’s selection. If the user makes no selection a null value will be passed with
CODE3 and DXcart will ignore the item. Further note again that there is no QTY3 variable
here, so DXcart will presume a quantity of 1 if there is an associated product code.
The option to add caviar is presented as a checkbox. If the customer selects the
checkbox, then a code value will be passed through with the variable CODE4. With no
QTY4 variable DXcart will again presume a value of 1. If the customer does not check the
box, no value will be passed in the CODE4 variable and thus DXcart will ignore the item.
Finally, the form is closed with the typical submit button and close form tag. As you can
see, a simple set of rules applied by DXcart coupled with the multiple code capability and
the flexibility of HTML FORM code makes for some very powerful product bundling
options.
Ex 5. – Mail Order Form
Many mail order businesses provide Web sites with functions specific to ordering from a
printed catalog. Instead of providing 20,000 items online a company might elect to
provide a limited online selection and provide a dynamic order form. The form can allow
customers to enter their own quantities and product codes taken directly from a printed
catalog. A multi-line form to handle such a function might appear as follows:
<!--Page copy to provide instruction to the customer-->
PLEASE ENTER YOUR PRODUCT CODE SELECTIONS AND QUANTITIES IN THE
LIST BELOW. THEN SELECT ‘ADD TO CART’ TO VIEW YOUR SELECTIONS
AND PRICES. YOU MAY ADJUST THE QUANTITIES OR REMOVE ITEMS AFTER
ADDING TO YOUR SHOPPING CART.
<!--End page copy-->
<P>
<FORM ACTION="http://www.DXcart.com/cart/?id=366" METHOD="POST">
<INPUT TYPE=”HIDDEN” NAME=”MULTICODE” VALUE=”ON”>
PRODUCT CODE: <INPUT TYPE=”TEXT” NAME=”CODE” SIZE=10>
QTY: <INPUT TYPE=”TEXT” NAME=”QTY” SIZE=”2”>
<BR>
PRODUCT CODE: <INPUT TYPE=”TEXT” NAME=”CODE2” SIZE=10>
QTY: <INPUT TYPE=”TEXT” NAME=”QTY2” SIZE=”2”>
<BR>
PRODUCT CODE: <INPUT TYPE=”TEXT” NAME=”CODE3” SIZE=10>
QTY: <INPUT TYPE=”TEXT” NAME=”QTY3” SIZE=”2”>
<BR>
PRODUCT CODE: <INPUT TYPE=”TEXT” NAME=”CODE4” SIZE=10>
QTY: <INPUT TYPE=”TEXT” NAME=”QTY4” SIZE=”2”>
<BR>
PRODUCT CODE: <INPUT TYPE=”TEXT” NAME=”CODE5” SIZE=10>
QTY: <INPUT TYPE=”TEXT” NAME=”QTY5” SIZE=”2”>
<BR>
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<INPUT TYPE="SUBMIT" VALUE="ADD TO CART">
<INPUT TYPE="RESET" VALUE="CLEAR FORM">
</FORM>

The principal here is no different than that of any other DXcart related FORM code, except
that you provide the user with the ability of entering product codes. This form might have
provided for one code and quantity pair only, or could have been up to 20 pairs deep.
Note that MULTICODE is set to ON so that DXcart knows to check for multiple variables.
However, DXcart will not lock the items together so each may be individually manipulated
within the DXcart.
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Closing
This is the other end of the Manual... Welcome! Seriously, keep this manual handy. Print
it out if you have not already done so. If you run into problems check the manual and if
that fails talk to your DXcart Rep or use the Technical Support Form inside your DXcart
Administration. If you have more general Ecommerce questions, feel free to use the
DXcart Merchant Mailing List. Just send your email to merchants@DXcart.com to
broadcast to the list. You should have been put on the list when you signed up for DXcart
service. If you're not on the list, or if you would like someone else added to the list, just
use the Technical Support Form to let us know.

Best of luck in your online endeavors.

We're proud that DXcart can help!
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